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INTRODUCTION

Sondra Perry was born in 1986 in Perth Amboy, New Jersey. Her work digitally explores
the abstraction of blackness throughout U.S. history across multiple disciplines, including
sculpture, computer-based media, and performance.1 Many of her works draw upon personal
narratives, involving her family as a point of departure, to analyze the ways in which technology
overlaps with the African American experience. The artist repurposes digital platforms such as
Chroma Key blue screens, 3D avatars, open-source software, and found footage to critically
engage with the relationship between representational technology and Black identity formation.
Perry was raised by a single mother within an extended Black family. Perry, her mother,
and her twin brother became homeless in 2001. They lived in a family shelter in Dallas, where
Perry babysat children on the weekends. In an interview, Perry recounts her first experience in an
institutional art space: “I was kicked out of the first art gallery that I visited in Dallas, when one
of those children [I babysat] spat a loogie from the second-floor balcony. He missed the art, but
embedded himself in my ideas about art.”2
Perry moved from Dallas to New Jersey with her family in 2002 and lived in a Circle
Motel for six months. She started taking the train to high school with her twin brother, who is a
prominent figure in many of her works. During this period, Sondra was forced to go to school,
something she didn’t do on a regular basis. She did, however, find herself arriving on time to her

1

The word ‘Black’ is capitalized in this thesis to reference people and their histories; the word ‘blackness’ remains
uncapitalized throughout to indicate its status as a conceptual construct.

2

Sondra Perry, “Zabar Artist Sondra Perry Hunter 205 MFA’s Zoom Lecture.” Presented at the Zoom, April 4,
2021. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSqwLFGCX0I.
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first period art class. She says finding art during this time in her life was a necessity in her
survival.3
From 2005 to 2012, Perry attended Alfred University, where she repeatedly had to
withdraw from classes due to financial instability. She graduated with a B.F.A. in Expanded
Media and 3D Studies in the summer of 2012. Perry then went straight to graduate school at
Columbia University, where she graduated with an M.F.A. in New Genres in 2015. The artist
accrued over $180,000 in student loan debt from her education. The codependent relationship
with institutional power that her debt aggravated is a central theme in Perry’s practice, prompting
questions such as: “What kind of society are we building through education?” and “How do
institutions of power provide or disable access to capital?”4
In 2018, Perry received the Nam June Paik award, given biennially to an artist working
with moving images and new technology. In 2021, Perry received the Rolls-Royce Art
Programme Dream Commission to create a new work on the subject of dreams. The resulting
work, Lineage for a phantom Zone was shown at the Fondation Beyeler, Switzerland in early
2022 and will travel to the Serpentine, London in 2023. Perry’s installation was also included in
the Arsenale section of “The Milk of Dreams” in the 2022 Venice Biennale.

3

Hans Ulrich Obrist and Sondra Perry, Sondra Perry interviewed by Hans Ulrich Obrist at the Serpentine Galleries,
May 16, 2018. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qunkb4piXGw.
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Ibid.
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I.

Thesis Overview

Perry’s first European solo exhibition, titled Typhoon coming on, was held at London’s
Serpentine Sackler Gallery in the spring of 2018. The exhibition included four works: Typhoon
coming on (2018), Graft and Ash for a Three-Monitor Workstation (2016), Wet and Wavy –
Typhoon coming on for a Three-Monitor Workstation (2016), and TK (Suspicious Glorious
Absence) (2018). This thesis devotes an independent chapter to three works in the exhibition,
Typhoon coming on, Graft and Ash, and TK. The choice was made to leave Wet and Wavy aside,
since its formal and conceptual elements exist in the previously mentioned installations.
Chapter one focuses on Typhoon coming on, which borrows its name from J. M. W.
Turner’s 1840 painting Slave Ship (Slavers Throwing Overboard the Dead and Dying, Typhoon
Coming On). Using this site-specific installation as a point of entry, this chapter analyzes Perry’s
seascapes (i.e., the reinterpretation of Turner’s Slave Ship and the “Purple Ocean”) to frame the
exhibition as a macro-embodiment of the Middle Passage. Perry’s use of the glitch is read
through the work of Legacy Russell’s Glitch Feminism, which builds upon a larger history of
cyberfeminist work from the early 1990s. The chapter also foregrounds Turner’s Slave Ship and
its art historical connotations, such as Susan Buck-Morrs’s theory of universal history drawn
through Hegel and mapped onto the Transatlantic Slave Trade. With reference to Paul Gilroy’s
The Black Atlantic, the slave ship is deemed a metaphor for “violent abstraction” through the
Middle Passage. The last section draws connections between the Internet and the ocean,
illustrating how both are sites for the circulation of Black subjectivity.
Chapter two uses the installation Graft and Ash for a Three Monitor Workstation to read
Perry’s work through a lens of performance and Black feminist theory. Graft and Ash is an
interactive sculpture that features Perry’s avatar, a standing bike, and a three-monitor screen. By

3

examining the avatar’s slippages in performance, where it becomes angry and outwardly protests
its function as a work bike, this chapter outlines how Perry uses the glitch in performance to
illustrate how machines are not neutral, but rather reflections of their creator’s biases. By openly
expressing its frustrations rather than keeping silent, Perry’s avatar questions what happens when
machines exist as a disruptive force rather than an optimistic tool that reinforces prototypical
whiteness. Next, the chapter takes a closer look at the avatar’s monologue and its reference to
Virginia Commonwealth University’s 2015 study of the Just World Belief, through which
Perry’s avatar asks the audience to rethink what it means to be a productive member of society.
Building upon the VCU’s study, the next section explores Tressie McMillan Cottom’s concept of
the “Productivity Penalty.” The subsequent sections read the disembodied fragments of Perry’s
subjecthood through her digital body. Using the body as a site for performance, Perry’s avatar
validates its subjecthood by acknowledging its capacity for objectification, commodification, and
mechanization. Finally, the last section explores Flesh Wall as it actively intervenes in the
process of digital epidermalization, drawing upon Hortense Spillers' essay titled, “Mama's Baby,
Papa's Maybe: An American Grammar Book.”
The third and final chapter surveys the installation TK (Suspicious Glorious Absence) and
its looped video, which includes found footage from police body cameras, Fox News, and
YouTube. In this footage, Perry spliced together reports of protests in Baltimore, an
advertisement for FBI surveillance technology, and a Monty Python sketch. Foregrounded in the
politics of visibility, TK takes central aim at police brutality while shifting focus away from
explicit scenes of violence and reframing the moments that encircle these acts of terror. This
chapter contextualizes the topic of black death in historical forms and on contemporary media

4

platforms, examining the relationship between representational technology, surveillance, and the
imaging of Black bodies.
This thesis draws upon two other major solo exhibitions of Perry’s work at Bridget
Donahue Gallery (2018) and at The Kitchen (2016); both institutions are in New York City. The
research presented here is informed by the research of Megan Driscoll, an Assistant Professor of
Modern and Contemporary Art History at the University of Richmond, Virginia. Driscoll’s essay
titled, “The Technicity of Blackness: On Failures and Fissures in the Art of Sondra Perry”5 was
first published in Art Journal in December 2021 and was delivered virtually at the Smithsonian
in January 2022.
Sondra Perry: On the Limits and Possibilities of Access, Visibility, and Freedom maps a
historical framework of Perry’s practice by engaging in a philosophical conversation around
metaphysical blackness and post-blackness as it relates to cyberfeminism. By exploring themes
such as the abstraction of blackness and the materiality of new media, this thesis connects the
intellectual history of cyberfeminism and Afrofuturism with the future of post-Black studies.

5

Megan Driscoll, “The Technicity of Blackness: On Failures and Fissures in the Art of Sondra Perry.” Art Journal,
December 2021, 80:4, p. 8-23, DOI: 10.1080/00043249.2021.1947700.
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Chapter 1: Typhoon coming on (2018)
Typhoon coming on (figure 1; 2018) is a site-specific immersive environment made for
the Serpentine Sackler Gallery in London. The environment projects modified oceans onto the
gallery walls: a purple ocean made with the open-source software, Blender and a digitally
manipulated ocean drawn from J. M. W. Turner’s 1840 painting Slave Ship (Slavers Throwing
overboard the Dead and Dying – Typhoon coming on) (figure 2). Upon entering the exhibition,
viewers found themselves immediately submerged within the placeless purple ocean of Turner’s
digital sea, which alternated at timed internals. Typhoon coming on introduces the multipart
exhibition, both conceptually and physically, as it wraps around the gallery’s square corridor,
using seamless projections to create an inescapable visual and audio seascape. This enveloping
environment sets the backdrop for the other two rooms in the gallery. The rooms offer a focused,
embodied investigation into how blackness functions in relation to technology. Sondra Perry's
use of the ocean in both modifications of Typhoon coming on serves as a reference to the Middle
Passage’s colonial history and its association with the commodification of blackness.

1.1 Welcome to the Glitch
The waves of Typhoon’s animated purple ocean (figure 3) create a rhythmic pattern that
is incessant, all-consuming, and overpowering. Perry created this ocean using Blender, an opensource 3D computer graphics toolset. In Blender, Perry frequently uses a tool called Ocean
Modifier, which allows the user to simulate, generate, and deform an ocean surface and its
associated texture on an image. The purple hue is a visual warning from the software that
indicates an error within the simulation; it is a default response to signify that there is no image

6

to modify. The correct use of the Ocean Modifier tool requires an underlying original image
provided by the user. Perry intentionally runs the package without uploading a source image,
resulting in the purple signal. Though other users see this glitch as a malfunction of the program,
Perry welcomes the glitch as the subject of her work. She creates an imagined world in which the
glitched ocean subverts the history of the Middle Passage.
The curator and writer Legacy Russell first published her “Glitch Feminism Manifesto”
in 2013, commissioned by digital theorist Nathan Jurgenson for The Society Pages.6 Russell was
influenced by Jurgenson’s “digital dualism,” which collapses the separation between dual sides
of Internet authorship: AFK (“Away From Keyboard”) and IRL (“In Real Life”). Russell claims
that the separation between one’s offline and online identity is now an antiquated falsehood—the
two identities inform each other, becoming one continuous progression of the self. Russell’s
research on the topic was later expanded into a commissioned essay for the new media art
publication, Rhizome and has been subsequently accepted in symposia and conferences. Russell
wrote and published a book based on these findings in 2020 titled Glitch Feminism, which is a
new manifesto for cyberfeminism in the digital era. As the boundary between our online avatars
and our physical beings becomes less clear, Russell questions how one defines and explores
identity in the digital era. Although a glitch is usually defined as an error or malfunction, Russell
reclaims the glitch as an opportunity to perform, transform, and shift normative varieties of one’s
gender, body, and sexuality. Russell explains the concept of glitch feminism as such:
In a society that conditions the public to find discomfort or outright fear in the errors and
malfunctions of our socio-cultural mechanics—illicitly and implicitly encouraging an
ethos of “Don’t rock the boat!”—a “glitch” becomes an apt metonym. Glitch Feminism,
however, embraces the causality of “error,” and turns the gloomy implication of glitch on
its ear by acknowledging that an error in a social system that has already been disturbed
by economic, racial, social, sexual, and cultural stratification and the imperialist
6

Legacy Russell, “Digital Dualism and The Glitch Feminism Manifesto.” The Society Pages, December 10, 2012.
https://thesocietypages.org/cyborgology/2012/12/10/digital-dualism-and-the-glitch-feminism-manifesto/.
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wrecking-ball of globalization—processes that continue to enact violence on all bodies—
may not, in fact, be an error at all, but rather a much-needed erratum. This glitch is a
correction to the “machine,” and, in turn, a positive departure.7
Russell’s digital utopia repurposes glitch-as-error to consider the in-between, where there is no
fixed entry-point to define the construction of Black identity. Although Russell primarily uses
the glitch to challenge binary structures of gender and sexuality, both Russell and Perry’s use of
the glitch overlap in their act of refusal, a strategy of nonperformance that uses digital tools to
challenge the material hierarchy of power within racial and economic structures. Perry’s use of
Blender and the Ocean Modifier tool serves as a thematic metaphor to explain how the ocean
functioned as a modifier of Black bodies in the Middle Passage. By presenting the Turner Ocean
as glitched, Perry uses Russell’s theory to imagine a different historical past, one in which there
was an opportunity to escape enslavement or partake in the ritual of nonperformance.8

1.2 The Slave Ship
After the purple ocean dissipates, the animation blends into its second iteration, which
revisits Turner’s Slave. The accompanying soundscape is a looped recording of distant cries,
moans, and ominous bass chords, reimagining the catastrophic seascape of the nineteenth-

7

Ibid.
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While Perry’s practice draws upon contemporary scholars such as Legacy Russell, it is important to acknowledge
the historically framework of cyberfeminism, which has informed the contemporary scholars that Perry’s practice is
in dialogue with. Using Rhizome’s Cyberfeminism Index, this footnote intends to briefly map the history of
cybernetics. Donna Haraway’s 1985 essay, “A Cyborg Manifesto” was foundational for socialist and cyberfeminist
studies in the 1980s. In 1991, Judith Halberstam connected queer studies to cyberfeminism in her text “Automating
Gender: Postmodern Feminisms in the Age of the Intelligent Machine.” In 1994, Mark Dery published “Flame
Wars: The Discourse of Cyberculture,” where he connects the motives behind cybernetics and African American
studies. The turn of the century marked a shift in media and film studies, introducing the concept of “Post-Black”
through Freestyle, the exhibition curated by Thelma Golden at The Studio Museum in Harlem in 2001. Cathy Byrd
defines “Post-Black” as a genre of art “characterized by artists who were adamant about not being labeled as 'Black'
artists, though their work was steeped, in fact deeply interested, in redefining complex notions of blackness.”

8

century abolitionist painting. Turner based this painting on the true story of the Zong massacre of
1781. The Zong was a British merchant ship transporting 470 men, women, and children from
Africa’s west coast across the Atlantic Ocean. The ship’s captain threw 133 of the enslaved
people overboard so he could collect insurance compensation under the salvage clause, which
was only available to those lost at sea. Once in England, the ship owners were found guilty of
making fraudulent insurance claims, but were not indicted for the massacre of hundreds of
enslaved people. In this painting, Turner depicts the transit of Black bodies across the Atlantic
Ocean to illustrate how under imperialism, the value of the enslaved was tied not to their
humanity, but to their commodified status and their financial, recoverable loss value.9 Both
Turner and Perry contemplate the Atlantic as a site for the symbolic transformation of material,
bodily wreckage into economic salvage. The Middle Passage laid the foundation for Western
modernity and its dependence on racial capitalism.

1.3 Hegel and Universal History
Perry’s ocean installation and reference to Turner introduces an important theme that
frames the rest of the exhibition: how the European perspective of racialized others—as objects
of commodity, knowledge, and power—has shaped the formation of history. A key contributor to
this formation, and the subsequent ideals of modernity, is the 19th century German philosopher
G. W. F. Hegel with his contemplations on the “lack” of moral self-awareness in Africans.
Hegel’s dialectic creates a division between the ‘I’ (the civilized, central subject of history), and
the ‘Other’ (the primitive, subordinate object of modernity). His argument draws from moral

9

Ina Baucom, Specters of the Atlantic, Finance Capital, Slavery, and the Philosophy of History (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 2005), 139.

9

philosophy in which self-consciousness signals self-awareness and moral ‘rightness.’ This
conception of history centers Europe and negates Africa. In constructing this claim, Hegel cites
historians such as Herodotus, who implies that nothing has changed in Africa over centuries—
“in Africa all are sorcerers”—and repeats the story of Africans as “fetish worshippers.”10 Hegel
goes so far as to claim that “in this largest part of Africa, no real history can take place.”11 It is
essential to consider how colonial expansion and racial hierarchy were formative for the
construction of Western civilization as a historical discourse, then the ideals of the
Enlightenment, and finally the presumption of northern Europe as the center of the modern
world. The dichotomy between the “primitive” and “civilized” was integral to the modern
understanding of “ethnic” differences.
Reflecting on this Eurocentric construction of Africa as a place without history in an
essay titled “Hegel, Haiti, and Universal History,” Susan Buck-Morss takes critical aim at two
targets: first, the Eurocentric model of universal history, and second, the contemporary rejection
of universality in favor of the postmodernist “plurality of alternative models.”12 First published
in 2000, her essay makes the historical claim that Hegel’s “master-slave dialect” was informed
by his awareness of the Haitian Revolution.13 This source has been largely ignored by
mainstream Hegelian scholarship, as she writes, “One wonders why the topic Hegel and Haiti
has for so long been ignored. Not only have Hegelian scholars failed to answer this question;

10

Susan Buck-Morss, “Hegel and Haiti,” Critical Inquiry 26, no. 4 (2000), 859.

11

G.W.F Hegel, Vernunft in Der Geschichte (Leipzig, Felix Meiner, n.d.), 216–17.

12

Susan Buck-Morss, Hegel, Haiti and Universal History, Illuminations (Pittsburgh, Pa: University of Pittsburgh
Press, 2009): ix. (First published in 2000 and revised in 2009).

13

From 1791 to 1804, Haitian slaves revolted against their British and French colonizers and ended up victorious,
resulting in the first country to be founded by former slaves.
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they have failed, for the past two hundred years, even to ask it.”14 A revised version of the essay
from 2009 elaborates on the failures of Eurocentric notions of modernity, noting how the
Enlightenment championed freedom as the highest universal ideal, while failing to acknowledge
how Western imperialism, wealth, leisure, knowledge, and production was built upon the
practice of slavery. Enlightenment thinkers used slavery as a metaphor to “connote everything
that was evil about power relationships” without acknowledging the fact of slavery in the
present.15 By reading Hegel’s master-slave dialect in a transnational context, Buck-Morss
advocates for a postmodern perspective of Atlantic history, one that includes the narratives that
were previously left out; she points to those of Paul Gilroy and W. E. B. Du Bois. Eurocentric
narratives of history also largely ignore the experience of enslaved Africans. Furthermore, it is in
such ruptures as the Haitian Revolution that Buck-Morss sees the possibility of a universal
humanity emerging, a history that includes the contradictions of the European Enlightenment and
the narratives of “those without history.” In Typhoon coming on, Perry uses abstraction to
imagine a revised history of the Transatlantic Slave Trade, one which interrupts this persistent
narrative of Eurocentric history.

14

Buck-Morss, Hegel, Haiti, and Universal History, 56.

15

Ibid., 821.
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1.4 “Abstraction Isn’t Neutral”
In his book The Black Atlantic, Paul Gilroy elaborates on the narrative of de-centering
Enlightenment ideals. The Black Atlantic references how Black identity is a complex
amalgamation of many different cultures, existing beyond national borders. Gilroy critiques
Afrocentrism, which categorizes Black identity as a monolithic, ethnically homogeneous object,
simplified into a particular “Black essence” that is meant to be redeemed by returning to Africa.
Like Buck-Morss and Russell, Gilroy is interested in the in-between—a way of viewing Black
identity that is not binary or centered on Africa, but rather accommodates the nuanced
experiences and communities of Black people all throughout the diaspora. Gilroy uses the
imagery of the slave ship to illustrate how Black identity within the diaspora is not fixed, but
rather transcends Western constructions of both the nation state and ethnicity. For Gilroy, the
slave ship represents “a living, micro-cultural, micro-political system in motion”—the microembodiment of the slave trade and the Middle Passage as a system of cultural exchange.16 In
tandem with these ideas, Perry has said about her practice, “I’m interested in thinking about how
blackness shifts, morphs, and embodies technology to combat oppression and surveillance
throughout the diaspora. Blackness is agile.”17
Gilroy writes about J. M. W. Turner as “an artist whose pictures represent, in the view of
many contemporary critics, the pinnacle of achievement in the English school of painting.”18
Although Turner was not himself anti-colonialist, Slave Ship is an enduring critique of
imperialism and its manifestation through slavery. Turner’s construction of the historical
16

Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness. 8. print. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard Univ.
Press, 2003, 4.

17

Hans Ulrich Obrist and Yana Peel, “Foreword,” in Sondra Perry: Typhoon Coming On (Köln: Walther König,
2018), 15.

18

Gilroy, The Black Atlantic, 13.
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narrative is a powerful protest against Western politics, commerce, and modernity, all of which
were built upon racialized terror and violence. The artist’s choice to depict the moment just
before the storm overtakes the slave ship is an example of the sublime: a “theory developed by
Edmund Burke in the mid eighteenth century, where he defined sublime art as art that refers to a
greatness beyond all possibility of calculation, measurement, or imitation.”19 This painting also
signifies Turner’s disapproval of any consideration of slavery’s renewal, which was also made
explicit in an epigraph Turner took from his own poetry, “Hope, hope, hope, fallacious hope
where is thy market now?”20
Slave Ship secured Turner’s status as a prominent artist, most notably through the critical
reception of John Ruskin, who owned the painting for about twenty-eight years. However, it is
important to note that Ruskin’s depiction of the painting in the first volume of Modern Painters
neglects to mention that the vessel was a slave ship, relegating this information to the footnotes.
Eventually even Ruskin found the painting too painful to live with and tried, albeit
unsuccessfully, to sell the picture at Christie’s. Three years later, he finally found an American
abolitionist to buy the painting and it has been exiled in Boston ever since. The trans-Atlantic
journey this painting has made points toward the Atlantic as a system of cultural exchanges.
It is also important to note the geographical implications of Perry’s London show. In an
interview, Perry said:
The Turner painting was first shown at the Royal Academy, which creates this emphasis
here in the UK. But also, there’s a really funny YouTuber I follow called ‘Evelyn from
the Internets’ who was here for a conference recently and she was like, ‘I’m here, in the
Colonizer’s land...’ and that’s really how I feel. It’s almost a homecoming for this thing
that’s been morphed and twisted. I am a Black American, and I am always trying to make
19
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work with the diaspora in mind and to think historically—you have to in order to
understand what blackness is and what blackness means.21
Perry’s statement demonstrates the significance of the exhibition situated on British,
colonialist land—the very domain that Turner’s painting is critiquing. The Serpentine Gallery,
where Perry’s Typhoon coming on was exhibited, is housed in The Magazine building, which
was originally used to store gunpowder. The architecture of the gallery—with its outer corridor
and inner chambers—was constructed in 1805 for the primary purpose of storing chemical
explosives, which were essential in “powering Britain’s imperial conquest overseas in the trading
of Black lives.”22 When Perry projects the digitized version of Turner’s Black Atlantic onto the
walls of the Serpentine Gallery, she references the very materials that were used to build these
colonial sites and histories. Furthermore, Perry’s use of the Ocean Modifier tool in Blender
exemplifies how she directly subverts tools of industrialization and technological reproduction,
which have historically been used to oppress Black bodies, and reclaims their power and
purpose.
In this way, Perry’s work aligns with Édouard Glissant’s Poetics of Relation, wherein he
describes the slave ship as a “nonworld” that violently stripped the enslaved from their sensory
anchors of home. Glissant writes, “The first dark shadow was cast by being wrenched from their
everyday, familiar land, away from protecting gods and a tutelary community.”23 This violent
abstraction was key in transforming slaves into empty vessels that could be used to perform
manual labor. The slave ship navigating the Middle Passage is the first of Glissant’s three
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abysses; the second is the bottom of the ocean, “where over two million dead fell to through the
Middle Passage,” and the third is the “unknown land, the unknown shore, the start of another
nonworld.”24 Both Glissant’s slave ship as abyss and Gilroy’s slave ship as a “living, microcultural, micro-political system in motion” speak to the transformative power of the Middle
Passage as a site for the violent abstraction of Black life. Just as Perry uses the Ocean Modifier
tool in Blender to manipulate her digital renderings, the Middle Passage used the slave ship to
render enslaved bodies’ as mere flesh.
The Slave Ship painting is strikingly beautiful, depicting a magnificent sunset with
brilliant warm hues shining on the water. Spanning about three by four feet, the painting allows
for extreme attention to detail, but renders these details nearly invisible appearing only in
glimpses and in close proximity. One sees this attention given to the slave ship, which is depicted
in the background off to the left of the sunset, battling for survival among white foamy waves. In
the foreground, Turner has depicted a single leg shackled in chains, being devoured by fish with
open mouths and circling gulls above (figure 4). Perry’s subtle abstraction of the slave ship
protects the dying bodies in Turner’s interpretation by not including their direct references. Nora
Khan writes of Perry’s interpretation, “We do not see the slave’s leg, but, of course, we know it
was and is there. We must bear witness to the unseen, and actively evoke the past, the ghosts
lying sentinel beneath the newly digitized lavender ocean waves.”25 Perry’s viewer is focused on
the ocean’s abyss, forced to bear witness to the invisible wreckage of the Middle Passage’s
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violence. Perry’s installation is a reminder to its viewers that abstraction is not neutral, but rather
engages with a long history of racialized violence:
The issue I have with abstraction is that in art it is perceived as a neutral act. Abstraction
isn’t neutral. Abstraction allows you to turn an entire group of people into a monolith.
And when political abstractions happen over marginalized bodies, that’s a huge issue. But
at the same time, there’s a tremendous amount of power you can give or gain through
this, the use of this concept. That idea is core to my work, the questions of, what does
abstraction do, and how can I use it responsibly?26
Typhoon coming on links the Transatlantic slave trade’s violence to economies of vision. By
removing the images of drowning bodies from the original painting, Perry is refusing her viewers
access to the spectacle of Black death.

1.5 The Cyberspace Ocean
Water is a reflective surface. It simultaneously reveals and conceals, absorbing light and
distorting a projection of darkness. It is powerful enough to forge its own path, yet also gentle
enough to connect networks of tributaries. In the same vein, cyberspace is expansive and
ubiquitous, but its innerworkings and infrastructure remain largely invisible. The Internet’s
language is vast and largely incomprehensible to the untrained eye, but also filtered through an
intimate, approachable, and user-friendly screen. Our lives are dominated by these tools, but we
rarely stop to question them. The Black Atlantic, as the setting for the circulation of racialized
labor and capital in which every body was counted, logged, and insured, mirrors cyberspace’s
network of global exchange built upon a structure of data mining. Furthermore, through the
Internet’s tools of technological reproduction, blackness can perform glitches and code switch,
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demonstrating that Black subjectivity and its means of interconnectivity are borderless,
boundless, and elusive.
In her essay, “Poor Meme Rich Meme,” the artist, writer, and curator Aria Dean argues
that the Internet is a prime site for Black culture to thrive. Black subjects are well acquainted
with dematerialized selfhood and existing within a networked system of exchange, both
foundational conditions of the Internet. This system has “always already dematerialized, thanks
to the Middle Passage.”27 The Black diaspora’s collective being has always been scattered across
bodies of water. This fragmentation results in the burden of a “collective consciousness,”
implying that a Black subject's actions (or artwork) become representative of their entire race,
impeding one’s ability to act upon their own individuality, “for you are never simply yourself,”
as Dean writes.
Despite this condition, Dean optimistically states that the digital world is the most
concrete location that has ever existed for the collective being of blackness. She attributes the
Internet’s ability to foster connection to the Black community’s formation and circulation of
memes. An Internet meme usually combines an image with an often-absurdist text superimposed
on or above the image, meant to create a comedic effect that draws upon sarcastic humor. The
images, which range from SpongeBob cartoon stills to stock images of anonymous actors, are
circulated among communities online, undergoing slight mutations as they pass from screen to
screen. Taking conceptual cues from the French word même, which means “same,” the meme’s
cultural significance is tied to its ability to evoke feelings of relatability. For the Black diaspora,
Dean writes that “relatability helps memes sustain a kind of cohesion in ‘collective being.’”28
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One does not need to know the identity of the person represented in the meme to understand the
image’s subtle, implied joke. In this way, seemingly random, anonymous images can be widely
resonant among large communities of online users.
In their ability to shift, twist, and circle back on themselves, the essayist and cultural
critic Laur M. Jackson notes that memes are also Black in their survival tactics: “Memes not only
contain components of Black language, but in their survival latch onto Black cultural modes of
improvisation to move through space and subsist in an ultra-competitive visual-verbal
environment.”29 Memes move through the Internet in the same way that blackness moves across
the diaspora: along interconnected, global undercurrents. Both are sites for “the circulation of
ideas and activists as well as the movement of key cultural and political artifacts.”30 Dean
elaborates, “There is no articulable ontology of blackness, no essential blackness, because
blackness’s only home is in its circulating representations: a network that includes all the bodies
that bear its markers.”31 Although Perry is no maker of memes, she and Dean overlap in their
understanding of blackness’s agility, especially in its proximity to the circulation of blackness
online. Reading Perry’s work through the lens of Dean’s research on Internet discourse and
media draws a connection between the dematerialization of the Middle Passage and the way in
which blackness exists online through mutability.
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Chapter 2: Graft and Ash for a Three Monitor Workstation (2016)

2.1 Welcome to the Machine

Graft and Ash for a Three Monitor Workstation (2016; figure 5) is an interactive
sculpture made of two parts: a functional bicycle workstation and a three-monitor screen. The
gallery visitor is invited to sit, albeit uncomfortably, on the bike while a disembodied avatar with
Perry’s likeness performs a monologue across three LCD monitors.32 Perry’s avatar is a bald,
floating head that glides in and out of virtual space with Perry’s face ‘grafted’ on. The video’s
backdrop alternates between a Chroma Key blue screen (used in blue screen animation and
special effect rendering) and a Flesh Wall (a digitally modified close-up of Perry’s facial skin,
animated with Ocean Modifier in Blender). Where Perry’s face is mapped incorrectly onto the
avatar’s head, the skin appears white; Perry refers to this as the avatar’s ash. It is important to
reflect on the title, Graft and Ash and acknowledge the cultural significance of the term ashiness
for people with Black or Brown skin. In an article by Andrea Plaid for Vogue, she shares how
ashiness colloquially means dry skin, but for Black people it also signifies a “careless lack of
self-upkeep and communal neglect.”33 She elaborates, “On skin tones that are darker than a
phenotypically pale-skinned white person, the higher contrast of the grayish-white patches and
the surrounding area makes the condition more visible.”34 Plaid explains her responsibility, as a
Black woman, to upkeep a baseline of in-group aesthetics and self-care, because this specific
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visual representation, presentation, and performance reflects a positive image onto her immediate
family, community, and ancestral lines.
The ‘ash’ is also a metaphor for the glitches in Perry’s projected image—the slippages
that fail to replicate her likeness exactly and reveal the programmed model underneath. It is
important to note that, although the avatar is created in Perry’s likeness, it remains a character
and is thus entirely separate from the ‘real’ Perry. Using the first-person plural, ‘we’ the avatar
speaks about itself as a collective being and an integrative whole. It introduces itself: “Hi there.
Nice to meet you. We’re the second version of ourselves that we know of. We were made with
Sondra’s image, one of them, captured with a Sony RX 100 under florescent lights at her studio
in Houston, Texas on April 15, 2016.”35 The double reflexive refers to the first iteration of Graft
and Ash, which Perry made while she was a resident at CORE at the Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston. During its monologue, the avatar provides critical commentary on the hidden labor that
Black bodies are expected to perform.
This chapter uses Graft and Ash as a case study to analyze how Perry critiques the
problematic relationship between Black labor and capital, while also exploring how digital
images of the body relate to, inform, or expand upon the physical self. Whereas Typhoon coming
on, discussed in the previous chapter, represents the embodied architecture of the Middle
Passage and the wider scope of Black diasporic history, Graft and Ash represents a particular
embodiment of these themes—as the viewer walks into the center corridor, they are also
venturing inside the body of the machine to intimately engage in conversation with it. This
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examination of Graft and Ash expands upon the main themes introduced in the first chapter,
including refusal as nonperformance, violent abstraction, and dematerialized selfhood.

2.2 Refusal
Perry calls this sculpture a “workstation”: a space where labor happens. The original
product, a stationary bike combined with a standing desk, is meant to help workers incorporate
light movement into their work routines. The product’s advertisement on Amazon (figure 6)
promotes its ability to enhance a worker’s health and productivity, stating: “In today’s fast-paced
world, sometimes it’s difficult to find the time to exercise. The WIRK Ride Exercise Bike
Workstation and Standing Desk provides a great workout along with the features you need to
maintain your productivity.”36 The machine is meant to optimize efficiency, enabling a laborer to
perform both intellectual and physical labor simultaneously. In a symbiotic cycle, the bike tones
the body and enhances the laborer’s ability to perform, while also promoting the laborer’s
production of intellectual capital through computer-based work.
The avatar, who speaks about the work bike from Amazon in the past tense, knows that it
is a machine whose sole purpose is to perform labor. In its current state, however, Perry has
replaced the standing desk with a three-monitor workstation, and the avatar no longer functions
to enhance a laborer’s performance. While at first the avatar seems ambivalent about this change
as it states, “But now our function is no longer clear” its mood quickly shifts to rage as it realizes
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its degree of burnout.37 As its face slowly morphs into an angry scowl, the avatar says, “What’s
still familiar is our incredible exhaustion. Looping, running, daily, with you n****s all up in our
fucking face” (figure 7). The sudden shift in demeanor from calm and civil to resentful and angry
humanizes the avatar; the machine is tired of working and suffering in silence. The video then
glitches and repeats the sound “cececece” until the screen faces to black, then blue.
Automation is meant to quell consumer exhaustion. Artificial intelligence virtual
assistants (e.g., Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri) are designed to make our lives easier by offering
cheerful, benevolent helpers with 24/7 availability. Technology often attempts to frame our
experiences within clean and uncomplicated sets of traits. Our clicks are mapped onto patterns of
consumption, creating replicable ‘algorithm personalities’ which are sold to us through consumer
advertising. It is easier and cheaper to ignore, rather than confront, the underlying consequences
of these technologies: trauma, depression, mental illness, and chronic pain. Perry’s avatar is an
example of a futuristic bot that is not predicated toward optimism, but rather acting on the nonperformativity of refusal.
The first chapter of Legacy Russell’s Glitch Feminism, aptly titled “Glitch Refuses,”
helps put the avatar’s slippages in performance into context. By harnessing the glitch, Russell
illustrates how to push back against the historical “flattening” of Black femme bodies, which are
rarely are given the space to explore dimensionality or multiplicity within their collective being.
Russell uses glitch to envision a sustainable future through Internet-as-utopia, as a survival
mechanism in the general discussion of technological dystopias. She writes, “We can arrive at an
understanding of glitch as a mode of nonperformance: the ‘failure to perform,’ an outright
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refusal, a ‘nope’ in its own right, expertly executed by machine.”38 By actively glitching, the
avatar tells us how it really feels, centering its feelings of sickness and exhaustion rather than
hiding them.

2.3 VCU Study
What is Perry’s avatar specifically critiquing through its act of nonperformance? After a
brief intermission, Perry’s avatar returns to the screen and says, “Hey, did you know that
according to the Journal of Behavioral Medicine, attributing success to personal characteristics
instead of biased structural systems may negatively affect Black folks’ health?”39 The avatar has
gone on the Internet and found the Virginia Commonwealth University’s 2015 study of the Just
World Belief—the belief that the world is a just place in which people get what they deserve
(e.g., success for those who work hard and failure for those who do not work hard)40—and its
negative impact on the health of Black Americans. Research shows that people from socially
disadvantaged groups, including racial and ethnic minorities and women, who believed in the
theory experienced worse psychological and physiological reactions (e.g., lower self-esteem,
increased stress, higher blood pressure, and chronic illness) compared to their counterparts who
weakly endorsed the belief (figure 8, 9). This is because believers were more likely to attribute
their negative experience to internal character flaws, resulting in lower self-esteem, rather than
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attributing the experiences to racial discrimination. From this study, Perry concludes that “if you
believe in this ideology, you are likely to die faster.”41
In the study, VCU psychologists Nao Hagiwara, Courtney J. Alderson, and Jessica M.
McCauley surveyed one-hundred and thirty Black individuals to analyze the correlation between
those who held the belief and subsequent psychological responses to “perceived discrimination,
physical and mental health, and the presence/absence of chronic illnesses.”42 According to Dr.
Hagiwara, the goal of this study was to explore why some Black Americans have better health
than others, even when faced with the same levels of perceived discrimination. The participants
were asked to complete an eight statement, computer-based questionnaire that measured their
belief in the theory based on a five-point scale with questions such as, “I feel that the world treats
people fairly” and “I feel that people get what they deserve.”43 Degree of belief in the just world
theory was linked to health outcomes via the tracking of chronic illnesses and systolic blood
pressure.
The idea that the world is a just place where people get what they deserve could be
considered one of the most fundamental ideas that underlies many of the dominant cultural
ideologies in Western culture. One such cultural ideology, the Protestant work ethic, promotes
work as one’s “worldly calling” and views profit as an end in itself. This concept went hand in
hand with the Protestant Reformation, based on the combined theology of John Calvin and
Martin Luther, which promoted increased productivity and paved the way for modern
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capitalism.44 Another example is found in the concept of meritocracy, which emphasizes a
society ruled by an elite class who are talented and educated with important skills and abilities.
The Just World Belief underlies both these cultural ideologies, granting success to those who
work hard and ruling power to those who are talented. People are motivated to keep working
because they believe that their hard work will be rewarded with stability and a meaningful life.
This mentality also follows the same ideology as the phrase, “Pull yourself up by your
bootstraps!” which implies that socioeconomic advancement is attainable without any outside
help. Endorsement of the Just World Belief also perpetuates the existing social hierarchy within
U.S. society which deems those who are at the bottom of the social hierarchy as lazy, not trying
hard enough, or not talented enough to better their own circumstances. Belief in the theory can
result in increased prejudice toward disadvantaged social groups, including racial minorities.
It is important to note that VCU researchers are not implying that Black Americans who
do not hold the Just World Belief would be healthy even when facing racial discrimination. In an
interview, Dr. Hagiwara accounted for the other ways in which racial discrimination affects
health, including “living in harsh environments that have high violence, more pollution, and less
access to fresh vegetables and fruits.”45 Racial discrimination also plays a large part in healthcare
malpractice, especially regarding the treatment and care of Black patients by physicians.
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2.4 The Productivity Penalty
What do the findings of VCU’s study mean for the wellbeing of Perry’s avatar—a Black,
femme bot designed to perform physical labor? The avatar is criticizing Black folks who hold
this belief and attempt to prove their worth by being over productive. The avatar says,
“Productivity is painful, and we haven’t been feeling well. Just being who we are is extremely
risky.”46 In her blog post titled “Being Prodigious is for White Men: The Productivity Penalty,”
sociologist Tressie McMillan Cottom writes about what is decidedly too productive and how this
standard shifts for different people in the U.S. She opens with an anecdote about her friend, a
Black woman, who was excited to complete a very complex and important project ahead of time
and on budget. But when the friend met with her superiors, she was crushed that they not only
failed to congratulate her success, but also appeared to be “perturbed by the idea that she had
excelled.”47 Cottom concludes this anecdote by writing, “I told her something I learned long ago:
there is a penalty for being too productive.”48 More specifically: there is a penalty for minorities
and women who excel. Cottom explains the relationship between whiteness and productivity:
In the private sector and now in academe, I have watched white men be lauded for
excelling. I have watched them be lauded for simply being perfunctory. Occasionally,
you can even see white men lauded for just not being brain dead. The idea of excelling is
not only not antithetical to the notion of whiteness and maleness, but also inherent to our
ideas of whiteness and maleness.49
In her caustic tone, which mirrors that of Perry’s avatar, Cottom critiques Americans’
embedded notions, largely held together by cognitive biases such as the Just World Belief. It is
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often easier to inhabit the same neural pathways that justify violence, prejudice, and racism
under the belief that these are fitting punishments in our moral universe, rather than actively
finding fault in these fallacies. Black women are met with a socially constructed expectation of
failure and inadequacy. Therefore, when a Black woman excels, she challenges our embedded
beliefs about her abilities. This makes it easier to find fault in the product, rather than the girders
that uphold our expectations. Longstanding prejudices go hand in hand with the Just World
Belief, helping to justify injustices and absolving the “good people” who are often at fault, but
rarely held responsible. Sondra’s avatar borrows directly from Cottom’s article, saying in her
monologue, “We are a problem to be fixed and if we resist being that problem, we will be made
a problem to be fixed.”50 People of color and women are met with a Catch-22 situation: if they
succeed, their product will be rejected; if they fail, they will reinforce the validity of their
perceived inadequacies. Melvin Lerner and Dale Miller, the psychologists who first identified
this cognitive bias and its ability to reinforce prejudice, explain why they believe this fallacy is
so hard to reshape:
The belief that the world is just enables the individual to confront his physical and
social environment as though they were stable and orderly. Without such a belief
it would be difficult for the individual to commit himself to the pursuit of longrange goals or even to the socially regulated behavior of day-to-day life.51
Perry’s consideration to “fix” something that is perceived as broken relates to the work of
Fred Moten and Stefano Harney. In Undercommons: Fugitive Planning and Black Study, Moten
and Harney discuss the innerworkings of institutions of control, including the prison, university,
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slave ship, and the systems of debt and credit. The “undercommons” then, is where marginalized
societies remain ungovernable. Perry’s workbike aligns well with the values of the
undercommons, accepting its challenge to live to survive under the circumstances of slavery,
settler colonialism, and capitalist modernity. The two align even more in their treatment of the
condition of “fixing” something that is perceived as broken. Moten and Harney write:
Policy is correction, forcing itself with mechanical violence upon the incorrect, the
uncorrected, the ones who do not know to seek their own correction. Policy distinguishes
itself from planning by distinguishing those who dwell in policy and fix things from those
who dwell in planning and must be fixed. This is the first rule of policy. It fixes others.52
Both Perry and Moten reject policy and its condition that Black people are a problem meant to be
fixed, suggesting instead that the issue lies within corrupt institutions of power. Perry has spoken
about this relationship between universities of power gatekeeping upward mobility (e.g., an artist
must obtain an M.F.A. degree), while also preventing access to capital once this level of prestige
has been obtained (e.g., accruing $180,000 of student dept in Perry’s case). Universities, which
are advertised for their ability to provide upward mobility, also transfer the burden of
intergenerational debt through exorbitant student loans.
Perry’s avatar proactively works to dispel this fallacy by creating impediments for itself
that physically inhibit its ability to be productive. Perry’s avatar says: “They adjust the software
to fit the body. But we construct elaborate performances that obscure our competence. Like
assembling our pedals backwards and hiding the Hexel wrenches. We are not as helpful or
Caucasian as we sound.”53 Understanding that it will eventually be worked to death by the
system it exists in, the avatar creates these impediments to prolong its life—the only way to
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survive is to work less. For Black women, exceling or being “too” productive is not only an
unachievable bar to reach, one that is linked to a decline in physical and mental health, but it is
also met with a penalty from a society that deems them inherently inadequate. Perry’s avatar is
advocating for glitch in the form of resistance, pushing back against the prejudice behind long
held U.S. cultural ideologies and the racial capitalist structures they create. The avatar asks its
white audience to acknowledge the hidden and painful Black labor that upholds the privilege that
allows them to obtain ‘success.’ From its Black, femme audience, the avatar asks for them to
first recognize the collective cognitive dissonance that the just world theory upholds, and second
to “construct elaborate performances that obscure your competence.”54

2.5 Disassembling the Body
I stand at the threshold of cyberspace and wonder, is it possible that I am
unwelcome here, too? Will I be allowed to construct a virtual reality that
empowers me? Can invisible men see their own reflections?
—Essex Hemphill55
How do digital representations of the body influence our understanding of our physical
bodies in the context of racial and gender identity formation? The process of designing an avatar
often reinforces normative configurations of the body, invalidating other models of
representation. As such, Perry’s avatar notes how the artist’s body type was not accessible on
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Blender, the free software Perry used to create it, by saying, “We were rendered to Sondra’s
fullest ability, but she could not replicate her fatness in the software that was used to make us.
Sondra’s body type was not an accessible, pre-existing template.”56 Graft and Ash emphasizes
the limitations of representation and the failure of imaging, especially for those with darker skin
tones and fuller frames. This problem is only amplified with algorithmic standardization. As
Nora Khan writes, “Standardization of a neutral, normal, good body is ever a reflection of
dominant cultural standards; all these standards end up in code. People using these programs
internalize what is neutral, and what is deviation.”57 Although capitalism and technology claim
otherwise, there is no such thing as neutral abstraction, machinery, or body types. By rendering
her body hyper-visible, Perry uses the abstraction of her subjecthood to expand the visual
language surrounding ‘responsible abstraction.’ Megan Driscoll writes, “Visual technologies fail
to render the Black subject, fail to see blackness as subject. There is no perfect tool with which
the representation of Perry’s unruly Black body can finally be achieved.”58
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2.6 Body as Performance: Subject vs. Object
Beyond the disassembly of the body, Perry’s self-aware avatar blurs the boundaries
between subjecthood and objecthood. Its anthropomorphized interactions approximate human
consciousness, while also acknowledging its function as a non-human machine, thus entangling
its relationship to Perry’s physical being. The avatar is not fully human and does not represent
Perry’s full self; rather, the avatar is merely a representation of the artist’s consciousness and
visual likeness. It is important to provide context for the historical formation of Graft and Ash’s
lexicon, including the ‘technobody,’ posthumanism, and the cyborg. Art historian Amelia Jones
explores how technologies of representation render or enact the subject through visual means.
For Jones, the body plays a central role in the performance of the self, which is no longer the
object. She references a ‘posthuman’ body/self, which is particularized through its gender,
sexuality, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, class, and other identifications. Posthumanism asks
what it means to be human in an increasingly more-than-human world that rejects the humanist
ideal. In the context of posthumanism and cyberspace, Jones believes that the individual in its
singular state no longer exists. She quotes the media theorist Mark Poster, who writes:
The subject no longer exists in absolute time/space, no physical fixed vantage
point. Instead, it is multiplied by databases, dispersed by computer messaging and
conferencing, decontextualized, and re-identified by TV ads, dissolved, and
materialized continuously in the electronic transmission of symbols.59
Poster situates us within the second media age, wherein identity has become increasingly
separate from materiality and physically representing the body. One’s identity no longer has to
signify a material body. The object (body) and subject (self) can be split online, and can pass for
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another person, experiment with new avatars of representation, etc. The ‘technosubject’ can no
longer be defined by terms of fixed identity relating to the visual appearance of a material body.
The embodied self is constantly shifting, providing progressive possibilities to subjects who were
historically excluded from the privileged category of the ‘individual.’
A discussion of the ‘technobody’ cannot stand without mention of feminist theorist
Donna Haraway’s 1985 construction of “the cyborg,” which creates space for a lexicon outside
of the human, a classification that has historically othered bodies. Haraway writes, “Part
machine, part human, the cyborg marks the transition beyond the ‘plot of original unity’ on
which previous models of the subject have been founded by theories such as Marxism,
psychoanalysis, and feminism.”60 Therefore, our performance of self can only take place through
intersubjectivity, that is, others engaging with us. The subject is always in relation to the
perceptions and memories of others. Perry’s avatar is a subject that acknowledges its own
capacity for being objectified, commodified, mechanized, and othered in relation to the world.
Through its recognizable abstraction of subjecthood, Graft and Ash asks how women and
people of color can subvert traditional power relations within subject and objecthood, in relation
to their digital visual capital. Wendy Hui Kyong Chun writes on the ways in which people of
color and women can redefine their visual capital through acts of technological appropriation,
challenging the objectification and commodification of femme bodies online. Chun explores this
through the concept of virtual passing in cyberspace, through which people use avatars to protect
their ‘real’ bodies and selves from consequences such as public participation or the glare of
publicity:
[Cyberspace] allows us to compensate for our own body by passing as others
online. Such passing enables a flight to a simpler, less encumbered, and arbitrary
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space in which one’s representation need not mirror one’s actual image or
circumstance. By passing in cyberspace, one supposedly escapes from
representation. Passing enables an imitation indistinguishable from the ‘real
thing,’ yet completely separate from the real thing—one passes when one’s inner
and outer identities cannot or do not coincide, or when one does not want them to
coincide.61
Although Chun’s language (e.g., “one supposedly escapes”) suggests that she is not entirely
convinced by this form of escape, she suggests that Internet users—especially women and racial
and ethnic minorities—can protect their subjecthood against historically unsafe modes of
representation by remobilizing technologies such as avatars, which act as a cover for one’s actual
self.
In an act of refusal, Perry critiques this need to ‘virtually pass’ and opts to make her body
hyper-visible in its supposed imperfections, defects, impediments, and deficiencies. The avatar
asks its audience to consider which identities passing protects, upholds, and validates. Rather
than constructing an avatar that virtually passes by choosing a pre-existing, accessible temple
that reinforces the normative subject, Perry attempts to replicate the parts of her physical being
that are generally unacceptable, namely her fatness, to her fullest ability. In choosing to replicate
her nonnormative physical likeness through a digital ‘skin,’ Perry challenges the shift toward
fabricating an ‘ideal self’ online, collapsing the space between the real and ideal.
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2.7 “Digital Epidermalization”
How do digital images of the body relate to, inform, or expand upon the self? In
Self/Image, Jones writes about her never enough principle, which proposes that representational
models of the body can never replace our flesh in signifying the self. In a cyclical routine, the
body is a detachable sign for the self, but we also return to its representation as a guarantor of the
self. Therefore, to objectify the self is to prove its existence as a subject. How does Perry
interrogate her subjecthood through the objectification of her body in the piece Flesh Wall?
Flesh Wall (figure 10), an extremely modified projected animation of the artist’s facial skin, is
part of multiple installations in Typhoon coming on, including Graft and Ash. As Perry’s avatar
delivers its monologue, the background behind the head repeatedly switches between Flesh Wall
and a Chroma Key blue screen. Perry has said of the piece, “I think that the idea of humanness is
fundamentally an illusion, and in order to avoid white normativity, I prefer to disassemble my
own body. To take my skin, reanimate it into fluid waves.”62 Flesh Wall is not just a simple
replication of the artist’s skin, but rather an undulating textured surface that has taken on an
almost unrecognizable form.
Perry’s choice to render her flesh in such a way critiques the historical foundation of film
and video production, which warms up Black and Brown skin tones to make them more
palatable. The very techniques of color-balancing an image reinforce a dominant white ideal;
Shirley Cards, produced by Kodak from the 1950s to 1990s, provide an apt example of this
(figure 11). What are Shirley Cards and how did they determine what was the correct skin tone
balance? In Claudia Rankine’s Just Us, Rankine quotes Lorna Roth who explains that “skin color
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balance in still photography printing refers historically to a process in which a norm reference
card showing a ‘Caucasian’ woman wearing a colorful, high-contrast dress is used as a basis for
measuring and calibrating the skin tones on the photograph being printed.”63 Ruha Benjamin
writes that “the cards were an integral part of film exposure methods and used the image of a
white woman to standardize the exposure process. Since the model’s skin was set as the norm,
darker skinned people in photographs would be routinely underexposed.”64 Whiteness has played
a large part in fashioning photographic apparatuses of visual reproduction in U.S. culture, which
reinforces discriminatory design practices.65 Shirley Cards exemplify how U.S. visual culture has
been historically constructed around whiteness, often leaving other marginalized communities in
prejudiced circumstances. Rankine’s text challenges the notions of white privilege and
investigates how whiteness functions in U.S. culture, while also describing her personal
experience as a professor at Yale University, preparing to teach a class on the “Constructions of
Whiteness” during the wake of Donald Trump’s inflammatory campaign rhetoric and
inauguration. She explains how the Naturalization Act of 1790 restricted citizenship to “any
alien, being a free white person,” which has developed into our various immigration acts.66 Also
of importance is how “ethnic whites,” namely Italians, Irish, and Slavic peoples, became “white”
in the U.S. This area of academia called “critical whiteness studies” gained popularity in the
1980s and early 1990s in part because its association with “normalcy” and “universality” masked
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its omnipresent institutional power.67 Rankine’s research draws upon a body of work by scholars,
particularly Toni Morrison’s Playing in the Dark (1992) and Nell Irvin Painter’s The History of
White People (2010). Rankine’s lecture at Arts Emerson “On Whiteness” in 2017 speaks to how
U.S. society is built for the white experience. During this lecture, Rankine quotes Fred Moten,
who said: “I don’t need your help. I just need you to recognize that this shit is killing you too,
however much more softly.”68 In an interview with AQNB, Perry said, “I think a lot of people
forget that many of the places we are inserted in want to kill us [Black people]—and I’m not
even exaggerating. We’re not supposed to be there. They put us under tremendous amounts of
stress. They want us to die faster.”69
Perry’s Flesh Wall takes on a life of its own, performing more than just the representative
work of a being. Perry has said of the work, “The flesh loses all kind of realistic render, but you
gain some kind of understanding of what creature-ness is or what identity means outside the
label of human.”70 By taking the flesh, the most direct symbol of humanness, and erasing all its
realistic qualities, Perry centers her skin as a site for hypervisibility, questioning our
understanding of what it means to be human in the second media age. In Simone Browne’s book
Dark Matters: On the Surveillance of Blackness, she explores how branding, the biometric71 tool
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used to permanently mark the flesh with an icon of ownership, was used during the Transatlantic
Slave Trade to signify the Black subject as a commodity to be bought, sold, and traded. Browne
examines how the early applications of biometrics worked as a form of racialized surveillance,
corporeal punishment, and identification through the branding of blackness. Browne explores
this thesis through a reading of Franz Fanon’s theory of ‘epidermalization,’ the idea that race
functions by way of ‘epidermal racial schema’ that experience the racial body through the
perception of others, thus creating a dissociated self. In his text “The After-Life of Frantz
Fanon,” Stuart Hall describes epidermalization simply as “literally the inscription of race on the
skin.”72 Paul Gilroy writes that epidermalization stems from a “historically specific system for
making bodies meaningful by endowing in them qualities of ‘color.’”73 Flesh is a fundamental
concept in the barring of blackness from occupying subjecthood as a human versus an object of
commodification. Branding is another example of the violent abstraction discussed in the first
chapter: the transformation of human subjects into conceptual and commodifiable, non-human
objects. The power within epidermalization lies in its ability to render one’s body invisible or
hyper-visible, to deny its capacity for humanness, and to mark it as inherently out of place.
Browne reinterprets Fanon’s original theory by adopting the concept of ‘digital
epidermalization,’ which considers what happens when certain bodies are rendered as digital
code, and algorithms are the computational means through which body parts perform as pieces of
a patterned and searchable code. Browne notes that digital epidermalization is dangerous because
it reinforces the practices of prototypical whiteness:
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Digital epidermalization is the exercise of power cast by the disembodied gaze of
certain surveillance technologies that can be employed to do the work of
alienating the subject by producing a truth about the racial body and one’s identity
(or identities) despite the subject’s claims.74
In Hortense Spillers’s essay titled, “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: An American
Grammar Book,” she makes the distinction between the “body” and the “flesh,” as Perry does, to
impose the difference between captive and liberated subject positions.75 Spillers claims that the
enslaved African female body, as it existed under historic conditions as a target of rape,
materialized as “ungendered flesh.”76 The captive body, then, resembles a metaphor for value,
dissociated and dehumanized from its original form as a liberated body. This trauma, enacted
upon one’s flesh, signals how enslaved Black women were neither “woman” nor “bodies,” but
rather mere flesh.
In an act of refusal, Perry’s Graft and Ash critiques the history of digital epidermalization
in two ways. Perry creates an avatar that mirrors her likeness, physically grafting her sign of
subjecthood onto the non-human machine and making her dark skin hyper-visible in a society
that deems her objecthood invisible and her subjecthood inherently flawed. The avatar evokes
the artist’s subject while protecting Perry’s real body, granting the avatar ‘slippages’ in its
critique of how Black bodies are expected to perform. Perry’s flesh also challenges our
understanding of humanness, subverting the traditional notion that skin is a site for racial
visibility, reclaiming her gendered body as a sign for the flesh, rather than the opposite. Perry’s
avatar, although it occupies subjecthood as a non-human machine, is not neutral in its
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perspective on Black subjectivity. Perry’s body—disassembled through the likeness of her facial
features and the highly modulated texture of her facial skin—actively intervenes in the process of
digital epidermalization.
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Chapter 3: TK (Suspicious Glorious Absence) (2018)
3.1 Welcome to the Void

TK (Suspicious Glorious Absence) (2018; figure 12) is an installation that features a
looped video with found footage from police body cameras, news reports of protests, and an
advertisement for mass-surveillance technology. From the outer corridor, with Typhoon coming
on projected along its walls, the viewer enters the second of the two rooms and sees the TK
installation. The looped video plays on a monitor resting on the floor, foregrounded by a wall
projection of Perry’s Skin Wall. The opposite wall is painted Rosco Chroma Key blue; this color
is used in post-production to create special effects for movies and videogames because it highly
contrasts “standard” human skin colors and is intended to represent the tonal shade opposite of
human skin. For Perry, the color explores the optics of visibility in relation to Black skin, as
Natasha Marie Llorens writes: “No human skin exists in an adjacent shade, and so it can be used
as the negative space onto which context for anybody can be manufactured and projected. The
color of ultimate negativity, or the absence of existence.”77 Perry was confused when she learned
that the green and blue hues of standard Chroma Keys were chosen because they are the furthest
from skin tones: whose skin tones?, Perry wondered in an interview.78 Chroma Key blue is
primarily used for filming in a void or darkness, because the blue tone absorbs shadows better
than Chroma Key green would.79 Perry uses it to “signify the contradictions she encounters in
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blackness as a representational space.”80 By integrating Chroma Key blue, a tool that can render
one’s skin invisible or hyper-visible, Perry creates a performative space within the TK
installation that casts the visitors as authors of this particular post-production image as they
circulate the exhibition. TK operates on binary distinctions that place skin tones in opposition to
the technologies of imaging, referencing the ways in which Black people have been historically
subjected to the conditions of their visibility and, simultaneously, rendered invisible from their
own narratives.
The installation’s title, TK (Suspicious Glorious Absence) may also reference the concept
of post-production editing. “TK” is a term used in the printing and journalism industries, in
which it is an abbreviation of the phrase “to come.” The term is used to signify that additional
material will be added later.81 This interpretation of “TK” could reference Chroma Key blue’s
post-production, signifying that the exhibition is an ongoing experiment, and its viewers are
passive actors in the performance. Perry has said that for her video works, she usually “finds” the
piece in the edit, where “the footage is further activated.”82 The post-production space also
allows Perry to “see inside the machine” and “demystify a form.”83 In an interview with Hans
Ulrich Obrist, Perry notes how in post-production, the Chroma Key can be anything: “You can
create anything in a CGI environment and then just place it there.”84 Perry is creating a space in
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her post-productions edits where “blackness as agile” is imagined: “The agility of blackness
exists in the Chroma Key, it exists in the post production for me.”85 In an interview with AQNB,
Perry spoke about how she uses Chroma Key blue to think about her installation as a preproduction space:
The space of post-production is the space where the thing either has yet to happen, or it
has, and everything has happened. So I like surrounding the space… it’s like we have the
obligation to create the images ourselves, so what are you going to do with that
opportunity or responsibility and that space of the ‘post’? The space of post-production is
actually the space of pre-production.86
The idea of the Chroma Key post-production space represents the fluidity of Black radicality for
Perry, a space susceptible to constant shifts and moves.
Another theory for this title choice, which aligns well with the video game context of
Graft and Ash in Resident Evil, is the idea that “TK” is a gaming term that stands for “team
killer” or “team killing.” This term is used both verbally and in typing, to reference the act of
intentionally or unintentionally killing one’s own teammate, rather than the enemy in an online
game.87 Perry could be making a statement here on police brutality, critiquing the binary between
whiteness and blackness, one side pitted against the other. Perhaps in the Chroma Key space,
Perry is imagining that everyone is on the same team.
In an episode of the 2021 podcast Mirror With a Memory, produced by Carnegie
Museum of Art’s Hillman Photography Initiative, Perry speaks alongside artists Martine Syms
and Mimi Onuoha, as well as Simone Browne. The episode, titled “(In)Visibility,” explores the
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politics of imaging and the benefits and disadvantages of going unseen by surveillance
technologies. The artist and academic Mimi Onuoha asks a series of questions that help
foreground TK’s context:
What does it mean to be seen? Who do you want to be seen by? Who do you not want to
be seen by, in what situations? Does being seen mean that you are also known? Does
being seen mean you then, count in some way? Or does being seen mean that you have
been flattened and reduced?88
In this podcast episode, Perry speaks about her interest in protecting the people she images and
being mindful of what happens to these images after they are disseminated beyond her local
connection. Perry’s thoughts on protective imaging are further explored in this final chapter on
the politics of visibility, especially regarding the historical surveillance of Black life and the
contemporary applications of visualization in media depictions.

3.2 Self-Censorship and Fragmentation
Since 2018, Perry has revoked all digital access to the full version of TK (Suspicious
Glorious Absence). When I requested access to the video for the purposes of this thesis, Bridget
Donahue, the gallerist that represents Perry, replied with the information that “Sondra Perry no
longer screens or shares this work.”89 Perry’s act of self-censorship speaks to her level of
commitment in caring for those she images. It is difficult to write a history of the present as it is
essentially a moving target, however, it is also important to chronicle and contextualize TK with
the information that is available online. That contextualization allows careful consideration of
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Perry’s new ways of presenting scenes of violence. In preparing to write this chapter, I scoured
the Internet for any remaining fragmentations of the video. This included investigating Internet
backchannels, YouTube artist’s talks with Perry, and every single Instagram post with the
hashtags #SondraPerry and #SerpentineGallery. With this fragmented information and media
sourced from the Internet, I was able to piece together the video to my fullest ability. This
method of fragmented research overlaps with central themes of the exhibition—how Black
subjectivity is often disjointed, especially online, as well as Perry’s interest in open-source media
platforms. Although I was not granted access to TK in its entirety, I believe Perry’s act of selfcensorship creates another level of invisibility which adds to the concepts this chapter explores in
depth. The work’s central goal is to focus attention away from depictions of violence in the
media, and instead toward “remobilizing the potential of representational technologies.”90 It is
extremely important for Perry that these methods of reproduction and circulation of the Black
image re-humanize individuals who have been subjected not only acts of violence, but also to the
dissemination of their images as victims of racialized terror.

3.3 “I Want to Be Evil”
TK is an extended version of a work from Perry’s first solo institutional exhibition in
2016 at The Kitchen in New York, Resident Evil. In an artist’s talk, Perry explains how the
exhibition draws upon a specific lecture by Sun Ra, legendary jazz pioneer and philosopher. In
this lecture, which was recorded in Sun Ra’s Afro-American Studies 198 course, “The Black
Man in the Cosmos” at UC Berkeley in 1971, the musician speaks about the biblical context of
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righteousness and wickedness. Perry is particularly interested in a part of the lecture in which a
tardy student begins asking questions about righteousness and touches a nerve with Sun Ra.91 A
transcription of dialogue is replicated here:
Black folks need a myth-ocracy instead of a de-mocracy because they’re never
going to make it in history… [Inaudible student reply]. You see that’s what’s
wrong with y’all. Now here you walk in, the last man to get in here, and you
gonna ask questions…
Now I find that truth is not permissible for me to use because I’m not righteous
and holy; I’m evil. That’s because I’m Black. And I’m not a striver to any
righteousness. So now I’m evil. I’m the incarnation of evil. I’m Black. I’m
following their dictionary. Now I’m dealing with equations. I can’t go around and
tell you I’m ‘right’ or ‘good’ when the dictionary is telling everybody in the world
everything black is evil and wicked, so then I come and say, ‘Yes. So what? Yes,
I’m wicked. Yes, I’m evil.’ I’m not gonna be converted. I’m not gonna strive to
righteousness. I don’t wanna go to heaven, because good folks don’t never do
nothing but be good, and they always failing, and they always getting killed, and
they frustrating. So all I see on this planet is something evil like the white man
being successful, and successful, and successful, and successful.
And I see evil killing Black men every day, destroying him. Why should I be
good? No, it’s better for me to come up to the white race and say, ‘Yes. We evil
people should sit down to the table and talk together. You’re evil, I’m evil too.
Now, them other folks that you’re dealing with are good Black folks. I’m not
good, and you’re not good. We understand one another.92
Sun Ra deconstructs the concept of righteousness as whiteness and evilness as blackness because
he claims that good things are not guaranteed to righteous Black people, while they almost
always are to white people: “So all I see on this planet is something evil like the white man being
successful, and successful, and successful, and successful.”93 Sun Ra decides to hold the position
of “evilness,” which Perry draws upon for the overarching concept of the exhibition, Resident
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Evil in an effort to subvert historical social binaries and the victimhood enmeshed in racial
prejudice.
The phrase, “Resident Evil” also refers to the Japanese videogame and movie franchise of
the same name from the 1990s. The videogame was first released in Japan as “Biohazard” and
was adapted for North American audiences with the name “Resident Evil.” The game, which
involves a first and third-person shooter perspective, follows a zombie apocalypse plot with body
and survival horror themes. An artificially made virus has been created in a lab under a mansion;
the evil virus is a host that inhabits the residential space. Perry is interested in the biological
hazard and body-horror aspect of the game, specifically considering how the virus morphs the
victim’s bodies into unrecognizable forms.
Similar to Typhoon coming on, TK is accompanied by an eerie soundscape, including
snippets from the Alien movie soundtrack. Playing on loop, TK begins with audiovisual segments
from American singer Eartha Kitt’s performance of the song “I Want to Be Evil.” As Margaret
Kross describes in an Artforum review, “Kitt appears as “Bad Eartha” on a TV broadcast,
pressing her hands against the camera glass with come-hither seduction, calling to herself as a
representation.”94 In TK’s video, the camera then pans to a dark living room in Perry’s
grandmother’s house in New Jersey, captured from the artist’s point of view.95 In an artist’s talk,
Perry explains the importance of this site: a house her grandmother has owned since the 1970s
and a space of gathering for her large, extended family.96 The audio recordings are intertwined
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with the song, “People Make the World Go Round” by the group The Stylistics. Perry often uses
music to foreground the themes of her video installations.97

3.4 Korryn Gaines
After Bad Eartha’s’ performance, TK moves into the streets, incorporating audio
recordings and scrolling text blocks from Korryn Gaines’s fatal encounter with the police. The
piece recounts a first-person narrative of a S.W.A.T. team entering Gaines’s home (figure 13).
Gaines was a 23-year-old hairstylist living in Baltimore with her five-year-old son in 2016. She
was stopped on March 10, 2016 for missing license plates and livestreamed the incident from her
cellphone to her social media platforms. In place of her plates, which had been seized by the
state, Gaines wrote on cardboard: “Any government official who compromises this pursuit of
happiness and right to travel, will be held criminally responsible and fined, as this is a natural
right and freedom.”98 When Baltimore police officers visited Gaines’s apartment to serve a
warrant, Gaines refused to open her door because she believed her and her five-year-old son
were in grave danger. Gaines armed herself with a shotgun and a six-hour standoff between
Gaines and the Baltimore County S.W.A.T. team ensued. The altercation ended when Gaines
was fatally shot five times by the police. Her son survived, though he was injured when caught in
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the crossfire. In a video of her five-year-old son in the hospital after the incident, Kodi Gaines
retells the altercation to his aunt, “My mother said back off…so the police said, ‘We is back up.’
Then they started shooting. Then she went on the couch. And then the police just took me. She
died. The end.”99 In July of 2020, a court appeal reinstated a $38 million reward to the Gaines
family after finding that the first shot fired by officer Royce Ruby, which also took her life, was
not reasonable and violated Gaines’s civil rights.100
In TK, Perry omits the livestreamed footage of Gaines’s fatal encounter with the police,
choosing instead to only exhibit the dialogue between Gaines and the S.W.A.T. team while they
surrounded her apartment. Following the standoff, county police asked Facebook to shut down
Gaines’s account, and they complied. Facebook’s compliance with the police sparked outrage
amongst various activists, including artist and journalist Ferrari Sheppard, who took to Twitter to
write: “Facebook helped Baltimore police kill #KorrynGaines in the dark.”101 As of 2022, most
footage from Gaines’s altercation with the S.W.A.T. team, which was originally broadcasted on
social media, has been removed from the Internet.
In Perry’s video, the audio from Gaines’s dialogue with the S.W.A.T. team is
superimposed over police body cam footage. The footage shows mundane activities, such as
someone walking over a bridge or through a neighborhood, but is captured in low resolution that
evokes the home video genre. Perry exerts agency over these reproductions of sourced clips by
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controlling the video’s narrative and context. In the interview with AQNB, Tamar Clarke-Brown
asks Perry, “Your work has this sense of un-capture-able choreography—you don’t really use
HD, images go off-grid, abstraction is at play, somehow. What do you find powerful about this
space?” Perry replies:
We were talking about visibility and how it is embedded in the space that creates the
conditions in which you are visible. I think abstraction might still live in the space that
creates the conditions in which you are abstracted. I’m interested in what that abstraction
can be, and in a way that allows something to be experienced collectively. That’s the only
reason I’m interested in installation. Surrounding a viewer with multiple screens and
narratives that move from one physical place to another… gets people to move around
the space. By doing that you bump into someone and you have a conversation.
Everything I do, I’m trying to get closer to that space where you’re having an experience
that you cannot have fully without understanding where somebody else is literally
standing. It’s the reason I like working with open-source software, because it was created
with a multitude of hands. I love that shit!102
By appropriating the power of abstraction, Perry reclaims her agency in choosing how
these instances of violence are treated, disseminated, and contextualized. Hito Steyerl’s text “In
Defense of the Poor Image” celebrates low-resolution images, such as Perry’s found footage, for
their non-authoritative and highly circulative ability.103 Going back to Aria Dean’s text on the
circulation of blackness online, the dissemination of memes also relies on the low-res image.
Meme imagery is recycled, co-opted, and reimagined for future iterations. Their images and files
are continually abstracted, blurred, and renamed. As Steyerl puts it: “its genealogy is
dubious.”104 In fact, in much the say way as Perry’s images function, the accessibility and
circulation potential of memes is inherently linked to their poor quality. Steyerl writes:
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The poor image has been uploaded, downloaded, shared, reformatted, and reedited. It
transforms quality into accessibility, exhibition value into cult value, films into clips,
contemplation into distraction. The image is liberated from the vaults of cinemas and
archives and thrust into digital uncertainty, at the expense of its own substance. The poor
image tends towards abstraction: it is a visual idea in its very becoming.105
Perry’s medium is just as important as her message. This medium involves co-opting,
screenshotting, and re-contextualizing clips from YouTube, an open-access platform for video
sharing. Perry then manipulates the found footage by blurring out specific individuals or cutting
to new scenes by glitching the preexisting images beyond recognition. This practice speaks to an
inherent quality of blackness that is violently dislocated, transferred, and displaced. By blurring
or glitching the found images, Perry deliberately subverts the power of violent abstraction, using
it instead to protect specific people, reject the commercialization of cinema, and resist the
commodification of Black death on social media platforms.

3.5 Ramsey Orta
In TK, Perry also includes an audio recording from an interview between Democracy
Now’s Amy Goodman and Ramsey Orta, who filmed the fatal chokehold of Eric Garner and
released the footage to the press (figure 14). The interview is accessible on YouTube in its
entirety. Orta explains how out of all the people who were at the scene on the day of Garner’s
death, he is the only one being criminally charged:
First, the Daily News got in contact with me and asked me if I had any pictures, and I told
them, ‘I got a video,’ and we took it from there. And from then on, I’ve been targeted
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by NYPD. I got five pending cases right now—two in Supreme Court, three in criminal.
Since then, I’ve just been harassed. I’ve been almost killed in Rikers Island.106
During the interview, Goodman also speaks to Reggie Harris, a member of the Black
Organizing Project. Harris gives context on the racial makeup of Staten Island, where Garner
was shot:
Just a little bit of background about Staten Island: It’s populated largely on the south
side of the island from people—or by people from South Brooklyn that went there
because of white flight. And so you have a tension there between the people on the
south side and the north side of the island. Eric Garner was killed on the north side
of the island. Most of the minorities are located on the north side of the island.
However, three out of every five New York City police officers reside in Staten
Island. Look at situations such as Daniel Donovan, the DA at the time, getting
promoted to Congress, and running this entire race without mentioning Eric Garner
hardly at all. We’re looking at these situations on that island now because politically
you want to appease the police officers that reside there. Debi Rose is endorsing
Mike McMahon, who is the new DA, at the same time you have Pat Lynch, the
president of the Police Benevolent Association, of the police union, endorsing the
same man. It’s an incestuous cesspool of kind of cover-ups and double dealing
there.107
Since the incident, Orta has been imprisoned twice in Rikers Island, targeted by the New York
Police Department, and subjected to five pending court cases. He was released from prison in
December of 2019 and remained under court supervision until January 2022.
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3.6 Kwame Rose
TK also includes footage from an encounter between activist Kwame Rose and Fox News
reporter Geraldo Rivera on April 29, 2015, during the riots in Baltimore that followed the death
of Freddie Gray (figure 15). 108 Rose, a Black Baltimore native who was then 20 years old,
critiques Rivera, a reporter known for making derogatory and anti-Black statements,109 over the
media’s biased coverage of Baltimore in the wake of the riots. In the altercation, Rose says:
“You’re not here for the death of Freddy Gray, you’re here for the story. I want the white media
out of Baltimore city until you’re here to report the right story.”110 While Rose is speaking to
Rivera directly, he is also addressing white media sources at large for falsely portraying the
social issues in Baltimore, focusing on one-sided coverage of the violent riots, and ignoring the
previous peaceful protests. Rose believes Rivera’s biased coverage stereotypes the Black
activists as disorderly and rebellious, failing to address the city’s underlying issues, such as
housing insecurity, unemployment, incarceration rates, and lack of access to quality education. In
the video Rose says, “You are not here reporting about the boarded-up homes and the homeless
people under MLK [Boulevard]. You're not reporting about the poverty levels up and down
North Avenue.”111 Rivera replies by telling Rose he is making a fool of himself, accusing him of
yelling and addressing the surrounding crowd of protestors as “vandals” who just “want
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trouble.”112 As Terence Trouillot writes in his review in BOMB Magazine, “Perry juxtaposes
Fox’s broadcast—where you could hear Sean Hannity from the news desk refer to the protesters
as ‘vandals’—with a citizen’s video of the same event showing Rose pleading with Rivera to
have a real conversation about the inherent biases of Fox News.”113 Although Perry shows
Rivera’s face in the protest and interview videos, she blurs the faces of Rose and other protestors.
By juxtaposing Fox News and YouTube as cites for media consumption, Perry comments on
how powerful media representations of blackness can be in distilling a specific stereotype
amongst non-Black demographics.
On September 2, 2015, Rose was arrested for civil disobedience during protests at the
Baltimore courthouse. He has since been released, but has said that he is frequently targeted by
the police. Perry uses Rose’s experience to examine the methods of representation surrounding
the reactions to Gray’s murder; Rose and his counterparts took to the streets to express their
frustration and raw emotions, yet continue to be routinely rejected as appropriate candidates to
publicly address the conditions in which they live. Rivera, who generally represents white,
professionalized media discourse, is regarded by televised news media as a competent figure to
cover these issues. Protestors such as Rose, however, are not considered reliable, because figures
like Rivera appear less likely to project messy emotions, despite their distance from the issues
that categorize blackness and the socioeconomic issues in Baltimore.
Unlike the video installation originally shown in Resident Evil, TK is more sinister in its
environmental context. Perry has removed the original couch from the Resident Evil iteration and
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has engineered a space that “is not designed to make you feel at home,” as Aida Amoako writes
in her Hyperallergic review.114 Perry also includes interwoven scenes of mundane activities, such
as people walking down the street, shot on body cams accompanied by a horror soundtrack.
Although the video collage takes central aim at police brutality and includes many
examples of its victims, Perry chooses to not include any direct visuals of Black people dying at
the hands of the police. Instead, the artist chronicles the moments that encircle these acts of
violence, questioning how technological instruments (i.e., professionalized media discourse, the
Internet, social media platforms, and camera phones) have changed the ways in which acts of
racial violence are depicted, appropriated, and disseminated in the U.S. As images of Black death
go viral online, contributing to the normalization and desensitization of Black violence, Perry
aims to rehumanize and privilege Black life while offering alternative narratives to the portrayal
of blackness online. In an interview with Garage Magazine, Perry said, “This idea of a voice, of
how to make your suffering palatable, is something I’ve been thinking about in relationship to
abstraction. How does political abstraction wind up happening? Who loses? Usually
marginalized people.”115
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3.7 “Black Luminosity”
Simone Browne uses the term “Black luminosity” to describe the light that has been used
to surveil blackness since the transatlantic slave trade began. That light can “refer to a form of
boundary maintenance occurring at the site of the Black body, whether by candlelight, flaming
torch, or the camera flashbulb that documents the ritualized terror of a lynch mob.”116 The key
here is subjecting the Black body to high visibility while simultaneously maintaining an inability
to see the Black subject. Browne is drawing upon the concept of un-visibility, which was
introduced by Ralph Ellison in his novel Invisible Man. As Ellison writes: “By way of
technologies of seeing that sought to render the subject outside of the category of the human, unvisible.”117 Browne traces this concept throughout history, starting with the control mechanisms
of U.S. slavery. Among other examples, she goes on to discuss eighteenth-century “lantern laws”
in New York City that required Black people to carry lights after dark and contemporary
biometrics that cast light on the most intimate parts of our bodies in order to maintain boundaries
around blackness.118
In Perry’s TK, the same rules of “Black luminosity” apply to the violent methods in
which police use cameras to control Black bodies. Body cams are allegedly in place to restrain
police behavior, but in actuality function to spectacularize Black death. The danger in this
method of imaging lies in its dehumanization of Black people as free and fully human subjects.
Laws and social cues that operate through visual terror serve as tools to manage Black mobility
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and warn of the potential to reduce a subject to “something that don’t look human.”119 While
aesthetic technologies of photography and film have been trained to surveil blackness, they are
also oriented toward the representation of whiteness and therefore fail to humanize Black people
in their imaging.120 As Driscoll writes, “The failure to correctly image blackness in spite of our
constant surveillance of it results from a failure to imagine the subjecthood of those whom we
have defined by blackness.”121
For Perry, TK is about the key problematics of the reproduction and circulation of the
Black image via film, TV, video, and the Internet. This is especially true for instances in which
spectacularized images of blackness become profitable for cultural media sources. Returning to
the ACNB interview, Perry says:
The trading of blackness is highly problematic. It makes me mad. What I’m most
interested in is that circulation—what it means for shifting and moving. Who is doing the
shifting and moving? In what system is that shifting taking place? I want to talk about
Instagram. I want to talk about Twitter. I want to talk about how they profit off
everything. They’ve made a model, Capitalism 2.0, where everything we share in those
spaces can be used by us. The meaning can be shifted and all of it is profitable. That’s the
thing that I’m really concerned about—the trading, the shifting of blackness, and who has
access—in terms of race, but also in terms of class. I personally don’t want white people
trading those things—I have to be honest—but I think there are conversations that we can
have together without pointing fingers about what people can use because of their
background.122
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3.8 “How Not to Be Seen”
Over the last century, technological acceleration has transformed our planet, our
societies, and ourselves, but it has failed to transform our understanding of these
things.
—James Bridle, New Dark Age
Total surveillance has become commonplace in digital spaces, where “surveillance ads
rely on exploiting our data and tracking everything we do, from what information we search for,
to who we are in contract with.”123 Data brokers and big tech firms (e.g., Facebook, Amazon, and
Google) use mass data mining to target advertisements to their users, resulting in manipulation
tactics, loss of privacy, and rise in disinformation.124 In early 2022, The Banning Surveillance
Advertising Act was introduced to “restrict online advertising that targets an individual, Internetconnected device, or group of individuals or devices based on personal information…that
identifies an individual as a member of a specified protected class,” which includes gender, race,
and religion.125
However, for Black people, the experience of total surveillance is nothing new. Our
economy and its institutions have been built around the surveillance and control of blackness
since the Middle Passage. As social theorist Michel Foucault wrote in his formulation, “visibility
is a trap”: he explained how “power is exercised through techniques of surveillance…the less
obvious the mechanism, the more powerful the disciplinary function of surveillance.”126
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Automated surveillance has the power to render someone visually in or out of place. In settings
where whiteness is centered, such as the workplace, blackness is meant to be invisible, but in
settings where blackness is over-policed and over-criminalized, blackness is rendered hypervisible.127
TK features an advertisement for a mass surveillance drone. Although the clip is not
accessible in its entirety, I managed to find a 0:33 second clip of the segment from an Instagram
video posted by a gallery viewer from 2018 (figure 16). In the video, a man is seen walking
around a building and talking about a surveillance plane. The visual depiction of the low-flying
plane that appears in the video matches images of surveillance drones used by the FBI to surveil
Baltimore residents after the death of Freddie Gray. Multiple Baltimore residents reported
noticing a “small plane looping low and tight over West Baltimore—almost exactly above where
rioting erupted several days earlier” following Gray’s fatal run-in with the police.128 From April
29 to May 3, 2015, the FBI flew at least ten surveillance flights over Baltimore as protestors took
to the streets. The surveillance cameras captured “hours of protests, from major marches and
rallies on city thoroughfares and public squares, to smaller gatherings on sidewalks and in
neighborhood intersections,” but also “followed individual people walking or cars driving
through the city.”129 The planes were too high in the sky for most people to see from the ground,
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but the plane’s camera magnification capability was strong enough to target specific individuals
and capture high-resolution infrared footage at night. The FBI footage comes from both
“traditional aircraft, with pilots and other law enforcement personnel on board,” but also small
drones flying over the city.130 Although these videos are currently unable to identity individual
faces, facial recognition technologies could quickly turn these surveillance practices into extreme
invasions of privacy for any protestor or pedestrian.
At the end of the segment depicting the advertisement for a surveillance drone, the words
“How Not to be Seen” briefly appear on screen before the entire image glitches around the words
and the video cuts back to the man in the advertisement.131 The text, added by Perry, is a still of
the title sequence from Monty Python’s sketch How Not to be Seen (figure 17). The sketch
parodies a British government public information film, instructing viewers on ‘how not to be
seen.’ In each cut, the scene shows an empty, landscape wide shot, then a narrator introduces a
character who cannot be seen. The narrator then asks the character to stand up, and upon doing
so, they are shot or blow up immediately. According to the narrator, “This demonstrates the
value of not being seen.”132 Those who comply are shot immediately and those who attempt to
hide are blown up. Although satirical, the sketch emphasizes the usefulness of going unseen
when faced with the existential threat of being hunted by a surveillance camera.
Hito Steyerl referenced the Monty Python sketch in her own satirical instructional video
titled, How Not to be Seen: A Fucking Didactic Educational .MOV File (2013) which instructs
viewers on how ‘not to be seen’ by the roving eye of mass surveillance and digital technologies
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(figure 18). The work was included in the 2013 Venice Biennale exhibition Il Palazzo
Enciclopedico. Part of the video is site specific, filmed at a photo calibration target in the
California desert, which was used in the age of analog aerial photography to test the resolution of
airborne cameras and satellites.133 The video explains how these sites were decommissioned in
2006 because analog photography became obsolete. Steyerl’s How Not to be Seen follows a
similar format to the Monty Python sketch, opening with an instructional video informing
viewers how to remain invisible in an age of image proliferation. Strategies include
camouflaging oneself in a digital image (Steyerl smears green paint on her face to blend into her
chroma-keyed background), shrinking one’s size to be smaller than a pixel (several people
appear on camera dancing with pixel-like boxes on their heads), and “disappearing.” The
narrator explains disappearing as “living in a gated community, living in a military zone, being
in an airport, factory, or museum, owning an anti-paparazzi handbag, being fitted with an
invisibility cloak, being a superhero, being female and over 50, surfing the dark web, being a
dead pixel, being a Wi-Fi signal moving through human bodies, being undocumented or
poor…”134 The educational video then transforms into a post-production scene showing people
in green screen body suits manipulating a green screen projector background in the California
desert. The satirical critique behind both Monty Python and Steyerl’s works echoes Perry’s effort
to escape being imaged by representational technology by disappearing or becoming abstracted.
In a conversation with Steyerl and Oliver Laric, Michael Connor asked Steyerl about this desire
to disappear:
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She pointed out that it is a highly ambivalent concept: it is something to be desired, that
gives relief from the constant imaging that we are all subject to. But it is also something
to be feared, evoking the spectre of mass political abduction. In fact, Steyerl's video
makes explicit reference to this dark side of disappearance, suggesting that those who are
disappeared in the digital age end up as 3D ghosts in the background of architectural
renderings. Such renderings are often generated by those who wield political power; it
seems apt that they would be haunted by such ghosts.135
As the video zooms into the cracks of the decommissioned calibration target, the narrator drones
on in a slowed and reverbed monotone: “Rogue pixels hide in the cracks of old standards of
resolution. They throw off the cloak of representation.”136 Thus, Steyerl seems to be instructing
her viewers how to escape being imaged by blending into the digital world, becoming a pixel
that is indiscernible from the flesh. On the other hand, Steyerl suggests escaping the political and
capitalist regimes of digital imaging by becoming unprofitable, un-commodifiable, or
undocumented.
It is worth noting how I discovered this reference to Monty Python’s How Not to be
Seen—through an Instagram post. The video was recorded casually on a cellphone, posted on a
public Instagram account, and probably not meant to be directly affiliated with the Serpentine
Gallery as an institution. Although TK in its entirety is digitally inaccessible, many of Perry’s
clips included in the video are viewable online through platforms such as YouTube. In this way,
Perry’s methodology of sourcing material from open-access and community-based media
platforms (instead of privatized media sources) contributes to her ethical approach to prioritizing
Black life, democratizing access to art and culture, and juxtaposing the media’s portrayal of
blackness.
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CONCLUSION
Using Sondra Perry’s solo exhibition “Typhoon coming on” at the Serpentine Gallery as
a case study, this thesis examined what is at stake in the abstraction of blackness in the U.S.
Through detailed analysis of the exhibition including Typhoon coming on, Graft and Ash for a
Three-Monitor Workstation, and TK (Suspicious Glorious Absence), this thesis demonstrates
Perry’s valuable perspective on the contemporary applications of digital abstraction, illustrating
how technology often reinforces structures of racial violence through the commodification, racial
capitalism, and criminalization of blackness. While technology often presents solutions to
society’s flaws through its reliance on data analytics as inherently neutral, Perry complicates
these illusions, questioning who technology is meant to serve and benefit. The individuals who
make technological advancements usually inform who they are made for, and algorithms are only
as good as the data sets they are trained with. As our society becomes increasingly dependent on
artificial intelligence to make decisions that determine who has control, power, and access, we
must stay vigilant in not allowing these subjective tools to be used to conclude objective truths.
Perry argues that technological advancements in representation and surveillance play a large role
in perpetuating the historical structures that stereotype blackness as either invisible, hypervisible, or criminal in the U.S. Perry’s work engages in the politics of refusal and critiques the
U.S.’s systemic roots in white supremacy, analyzing how it presents itself through technological
applications.
Although Perry’s work is considered extremely contemporary for its use of computerbased software and media, this thesis is rooted in historical and chronological research on the
relationship between blackness, labor, and capitalism in the U.S. Further studies on Perry’s work
might address her central theme of family, especially by analyzing works such as IT’S IN THE
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GAME ‘18 (2018) and Lineage for a Multiple-Monitor Workstation (2015). These two works
highlight members of Perry’s family as their main subject. While Perry’s family is not the
subject of works in Typhoon coming on, an analysis of this concept would be an important future
project to contextualize the breadth of Perry’s oeuvre.
It is also important to acknowledge that Perry’s practice is rooted in a contemporary
history and manufactured with new mediums (i.e., computer-based software, time-based media)
and therefore subject to change even as I conduct this research. This thesis is meant to serve as a
survey of Perry’s practice as a mid-career artist. Since Perry’s Serpentine Gallery exhibition in
2018, her practice has shifted away from art making and toward psychoanalytic studies; Perry is
currently enrolled in a Respecialization Program at the Institute for Psychoanalytic Training and
Research (IPTAR) in New York.137
As a comprehensive analysis of Perry’s computer-based media works, this thesis
explored in detail the contextual framework of blackness in the U.S. By engaging with historical
and contemporary critical race and media theorists, this research offers a perspective on how
Perry’s work contributes, in a very profound way, to new media scholarship that is engaging in
the politics of race and technology. Perry’s work demonstrates art’s vital role in providing
alternative solutions to alleviating crises such as racism, capitalism, mass incarceration, and
police brutality. May scholars must continue to engage with and be inspired by the work of Perry
and her colleagues who are working toward creating a more sustainable, equitable, and joyous
environment for us all, but especially for those who suffer from historical marginalization.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1: Installation view, Typhoon coming on, Serpentine Sackler Gallery, London (6 March -20 May 2018). Photo Credit: Mike Din.
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Figure 2: Joseph Mallord William Turner (J. M. W. Turner), Slave Ship (Slavers Throwing
Overboard the Dead and Dying, Typhoon Coming On), 1840. Oil on canvas. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, https://collections.mfa.org/objects/31102.
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Figure 3: Installation view, Sondra Perry, Typhoon coming on, Serpentine Sackler Gallery,
London (6 March -- 20 May 2018), Photo Credit: Mike Din.
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Figure 4: Detail, J. M. W. Turner, Slave Ship, 1840, oil on canvas, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
https://collections.mfa.org/objects/31102.
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Figure 5: Sondra Perry, Graft and Ash for a Three Monitor Workstation, 2016, video, bicycle
workstation, 9:05 min.
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Figure 6: Amazon.com, STAMINA Wirk Ride Exercise Bike Workstation and Standing Desk,
2015, https://www.amazon.com/Wirk-Ride-Exercise-Workstation-Standing/dp/B00V2IUJRS.
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Figure 7: Still, Sondra Perry, Graft and Ash for a Three Monitor Workstation, 2016, video,
bicycle workstation, 2:55 min of 9:05 min,
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CIRSs35h6us8Wu8bwndDlxvi5yTepynK/view.
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Figure 8: An interactive effect of perceived discrimination and just world belief predicting
systolic blood pressure. Nao Hagiwara, 2015. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10865015-9652-3#Fig1.

Figure 9: An interactive effect of perceived discrimination and just world belief predicting the
number of chronic illnesses. Nao Hagiwara, 2015.
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10865-015-9652-3#Fig1.
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Figure 10: Still, Sondra Perry, Graft and Ash - Flesh Wall, 2016, video, bicycle workstation,1:19
min of 9:05 min,
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CIRSs35h6us8Wu8bwndDlxvi5yTepynK/view.
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Figure 11: Shirley Card, 1978. Credit: Courtesy of Hermann Zschiegner,
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/25/lens/sarah-lewis-racial-bias-photography.html.
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Figure 12: Installation view, Sondra Perry, TK (Suspicious Glorious Absence), 2018, Photo
Credit: Mike Din.
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Figure 13: Still, Sondra Perry, TK (Suspicious Glorious Absence), 2018.
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Figure 14: Stills, Documentary Now, “Why is Ramsey Orta, Man Who Filmed Police Killing of
Eric Garner, the Only One Criminally Charged?”, January 12, 2016,
https://www.democracynow.org/2016/1/12/why_is_ramsey_orta_man_who.
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Figure 15: Installation view, Sondra Perry, TK (Suspicious Glorious Absence), 2018.
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Figure 16: Still, Instagram post by Brett Rogers, May 5, 2018, at the Serpentine Gallery.
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Figure 17: Still, “How Not to be Seen,” Monty Python's Flying Circus.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGv8oAHxekU.
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Figure 18: Still, Hito Steyerl, How Not To Be Seen_ A Fucking Didactic Educational .MOV File.
2013. Video (color, sound). https://vimeo.com/322112926.
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